
a simple guide to creating a slow home  

calm begins with me 



when you give time to a quieting experience, you have 
a different life, because you have a different nervous 

system



               
s l o w   h o m e s l o w   h o m e 

S - simple 
surroundings | schedules 

L - loving 
attention | acceptance

0 - ordinary 
sameness | routine 

 W - whole
rest | play 

c o n t e n t s 

one one 

twotwo

threethree

fourfour

five  five  



                                before you start

Carve out an hour or two just for you

take time to relax into this ebook 

are you fully present? - put any distractions to one side 

pop the kettle on, light a candle and enjoy at a slow 
pace...



  
what makes a house a  ‘h o m e ’ ?

 
The answers to this question is deeply personal. 

Individual preferences, cultural, and socio-economic factors all 
contributing to the answer.  But there are certain commonalities tied to the 

feeling of home that I would like to share with you. 

For me home is a place where I can retreat & close the door to the 
outside world. A place of solace, where tension subsides as I enter.

Home looks and sounds very different for me these days, especially since my 
children left home.  I’m either travelling,  living with families - Mary Poppins 

style, or I’m alone in quietude.  

The one constant, however has been the dedication to create a slow, safe space 
for my children.  A place to love, laugh and grow.   I was in no way perfect, 

it was a thriving household with two lively children and an 
excited puppy. But the fundamentals, the foundations of home were embeded 

in simplicity. I kept schedules small, rhythms slow and 
created a nurturing space for my two children. 

They are adults now, and my nest is empty, but the principles still apply in the 
work I do with children and families. 

home 
...a feeling of comfort 
refuge, & ease. a place to 
feel welcome, safe and 
loved. 



slow home - 
an introduction 



We may feel at ease in a variety of places, but only a handful have the 
distinct feeling of home. No matter our 

experiences, whether positive or negative, our homes shape us. 

Hopefully home envelopes you in love, and acceptance, gives you a sense 
of belonging, and the emotional security you 

need to flourish. If the opposite is true, maybe this is the
time to create this for yourself & your family?

To unearth your own feeling of home you may need to dig deep and 
dream your way there. 

Take a moment and ask ‘What home means to me?’ ‘What do I want 
home to feel like for my chidlren?’

The answer may vary with each chapter of your life, but at the very heart, 
home should be a safe nurturing space for all who occupy it... 

“The ache for home lives in all of us, the safe place 
where we can go as we are, and not be 

questioned”  Maya Angelou



hopes and dreams 

close your eyes and take a moment to visualise how you would like 
your home to feel - for everyone - settle into this feeling for as long 

as you wish.

is there disparity between this vision and your present 
reality? 

let this vision motivate you through the following pages 
write those feelings down, 

 

 

 

“Let your hopes, 
not your hurts, 

shape your future.”

 



S L O W 
S = simple surroundings and schedules 

L = Loving 
create an accepting, nurturing space for all 

O = Ordinary 
create your every day ordinary routines

W= Whole 
The importance of rest and play 

“in order to seek 
direction, simplify the 
mechanics of everday 

life” Plato
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 action the edit, bin, dontate, keep

take action - start  small,  a messy kitchen or bedroom draw, set a timer for 15 
minutes, put on your favourtie music and start to simplify 

reward yourself for your time and effort - embarce the feeling the tidy draw brings 

write down your ‘why’ - put it somewhere you will see it everyday 

simple spaces checklist  

Mindset - I am  1%  slower than yesterday, I am living a simplified life, I am 
creating a safe sanctury, one small step at a time 

 manage time - schedule a space for simplifying in your diary - honour that space
make it your none negotiable 



My daily 
reminder!!!

I want a SLOW home so I can ... 



The Calm Begins with Me Programme is a 4 week programme to help you implement more 
calm into your home. 

I know how hard it is to make a shift or create a change, so I have designed this programme  
with simple,  yet effective tools to help you create a SLOW home, where each member of the 
family has the time and space to be themselves. 

Week one - simplify schedules - how to declutter your space and time

Week two - Love in the home - our need for attention and acceptance 

Week three - Ordinary - the importance of sameness and routine 

Week four - Whole - why we all need rest and play 

Calm Begins with me 



f inal  words  

Included in the programme are 4, weekly zoom calls with myself - at 
a time that is convenient to you. You will also receive the 
programme digitally, so you can keep and refer back to as and when 
you need, plus a weekly challenge cheat sheet to help you take small 
simple steps to create a loving, nurturing home.  

The total cost of the 1:1 programme is £240.00

There is an option to just buy the digital download £40.00

This will be sent out to you weekly, to avoid 
overwhelm, allowing you to take it one slow step at a time 

If you have any further queries please do not hesitate to 
contact me Louise@thecalmfolk.co.uk


